A/V Sound Cart 2
Public Address System

By Matthew Baumann

This system is designed to handle Public Address and Vocals. A/V Sound Cart 2 is complete with PA Speakers, VCR/DVD player, Computer/Mp3 hookup and microphone. This is a great set up for medium to large events.

Set up:

Step One: Set the speakers and microphone in the desired location. Keep in mind that the speakers should always be placed in front of the mic to avoid feedback.

Step Two: Plug the speaker cables into the back of the speakers.

Step Three: Make sure the master volume is turned down before powering on the system. This will help prevent damage to the speakers. Turn the power on and slowly adjust the master volume up.

Step Four: Choose your input source (mic, mp3/computer, dvd/vcr) and slowly increase the volume of the source to a comfortable level for the space you are trying to fill.